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ACROSS
1 House crew
4 Invigorates

10 Part of many a
cooking show

14 Having coffee, say
16 Cobbled-together

weapons, for short
17 In-law apartment, in

slang
18 Work preserved in

the Icelandic
"Konungsbók"

19 Targets of some
drives

20 Feeling
uncomfortably?

22 Some RPG enemies
23 Classic machine

opponent
25 Org. that doesn't

want you spouting
off just anything

26 Having lots of, at the
end

27 What may bounce
off an umbrella

29 They're usually
settled with credit or
debit cards

32 "Something's
wrong... tell me"

34 Talk show host's
facetious comment
after saying
something that
might be seen as
controversial

37 One who excels even
with different-sized
balls, maybe?

38 Brother of the
goddesses of the
dawn and the moon,
aptly enough

39 Puts in one's place
40 March Madness

competitor: Abbr.
43 Er : Cyrillic :: _____ :

Greek
44 Club consistently on

Forbes' most
valuable sports
franchise list, briefly

45 West African plant
with a natural
stimulant

46 Places to find
diamonds

48 Stand up, say
50 The giant kelp is the

largest known one
51 Like those who

aren't involved in the
action

54 European industrial
area, or its river

55 One who prefers to
leave their mouth
open, often to their
detriment?

56 Working extensively
on a hobby, say:
Abbr.

57 Flute and trumpet
parts have them in
common

58 _____'s Pie, brand
formerly known as
Eskimo Pie

DOWN
1 Sole annoyance?
2 They're on the hook

for trial periods
3 Way you look at

something
4 Royal who was an

equestrian at the
1976 Olympics

5 Notable catcher of a
deep Vic Wertz fly
ball in the 1954
World Series

6 Print to _____
(Microsoft Word
option)

7 Man's name that
becomes another
man's name when a
U is inserted after its
second letter

8 One for whom
polygamy became a
felony in 1935

9 It has a big beef beef
10 Musician who had a

big following
11 Chimichurri

alternative
12 Good name for an

oceanographer?
13 Spot that doesn't sell

anything, briefly
15 Ten out of ten
21 Clouds up?
23 Definite keeper?
24 Good way for guards

to stand

27 Natural geothermal
spring

28 Participants in a bad
jam session?

29 Unloaded completely
30 Survivalist/TV host

Stroud
31 Part of some small

bus. addresses
32 Confirmation of a

telling of bad news
33 Reply that's much

more detailed than
you were looking for,
sarcastically

34 Word sometimes
written with two
superscript letters

35 Be unable to cover,
say

36 "suuure... whatever
u say"

40 "OK, um, here's the
story..."

41 Having a precise
cellular connection
with another?

42 Needing something
RIGHT FRICKING
NOW

44 Band whose name
consists of the last
letters of the first
names of its five
original members

45 Playground sights
46 It's often exhausting
47 Person next to you

on an airplane who
just WON'T STOP
snapping their gum,
e.g.

48 Awesome person
who's not to be
messed with, for
short

49 Collections of
random stories

50 Shout before
grabbing your booty

52 City that's home to
the U.S.' smallest
National Park by
area: Abbr.

53 An NFL game always
starts with one, but
rarely ends with one


